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Fort Hays State University is pleased to invite submissions for the seventh volume of the *Academic Leadership Journal in Student Research* (ALJSR; ISSN 2325-3223) *ALJSR* is a blind, peer-reviewed scholarly journal concerned with student research across all disciplines. The *ALJSR* is indexed in ERIC.

Manuscripts of undergraduate or graduate research within all disciplines and of pedagogically based professional work are considered for publication. We seek to publish works that exemplify significant collaboration between students and faculty. Manuscripts should be an original research article that represents and promotes the intersection of student research with teaching and faculty research.

*ALJSR* accepts submissions exclusively through the Digital Commons website. To submit your work, please follow ALJSR submission procedures:

1) Go to ALJSR’s homepage, [http://scholars.fhsu.edu/aljsr/](http://scholars.fhsu.edu/aljsr/), and click “Submit Article” on the right-hand side.

2) If you have an existing Digital Commons account, log in to your account. If you do not have a Digital Commons account, click on “Create New Account.” The creation of a new account is free and very easy to set up.

3) Follow the instructions, and submit your manuscript in MS Word format. Please ensure that your document is attached in Word format – any version of Word is acceptable.

To view ALJSR’s Policies or Preparation Guidelines and for other information, please consult our website at [http://scholars.fhsu.edu/aljsr/](http://scholars.fhsu.edu/aljsr/) or contact the editors at editor_alj@fhsu.edu.